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then in table(5) a list of some Arab countries according to their rank and their efficiency ratio out of 1. Keywords:
Change, Change Management, Innovation. 1.

Role of Innovation in Change Management Role of Innovation in Change Management We have seen how
various factors contribute to the propagation of change within an organization. Develop and implement a
project change management methodology to support the project management methodology. Develop a cultural
change management program. It goes something like this: Successful change initiatives start at the top. We
will dig more into the relationship between project management and change management in a future article.
Cultivating an environment where ideas are encouraged, heard, and shared is where innovation thrives.
Another way to produce valuable dialogue may be as basic as urging teams to grab lunch together. Some may
define collaboration as simply the act of exchanging ideas with peers regardless of platform. How this change
is managed can make or break technology innovation projects. This company is known for its world class
innovation teams which drive change throughout the company and keep its consumers happy and its
competitors on their toes. Develop a new management style that encourages innovation. Create accountability
by monitoring results. Innovation can produce sudden and dramatic changes to the way business is done and
the way consumers experience changes to the products and services made by the companies. In conclusion, we
are living in times where the rapid turnover of ideas and products in the marketplace has reached a stage where
it is no longer enough to be best in the class. In addition, it provides field-tested change methodologies to help
you systematically include change into your strategic management plan. So, to make changes to the
organizational processes and its strategy, companies need to innovate constantly. Request Information. Big C
change efforts are what most people think as change initiatives mergers and acquisitions, layoffs,
transformations, etc. Share to twitter Share to linkedin Welcome to my first post in this column dedicated to
presenting big ideas by bold thinkers that help us imagine organizational change in new ways. On the other
hand, innovation can be gradual and incremental which is the continuous innovation way which means that the
company introduces refinements to its products so that consumers adjust and adapt in steps. Photo via
Chamberlin Newsome. Reward and celebrate those who demonstrate desired behaviors.


